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Improving Brass Pedagogy

Issues and Myths

- Phrases to avoid
  - Breath from the diaphragm
  - Support the wind
  - Keep a tight abdomen
  - Push the wind
  - Breathe through your nose
- Bad embouchure habits
  - Stretching the lips
  - Smiling while playing
  - Puffing the cheeks
- Syllable shifting
  - Change for different registers
    - “ah-ee” for ascending
- Avoid thinking about pivoting
  - A natural pivot does occur
  - A conscious pivot is distracting

The Breath

- Why is teaching the breath so important?
  - Air is to the wind player as gas is to an automobile
  - We use only 11% of our total lung capacity for daily activities
  - Amount of lung capacity is determined by various factors
    - Age
    - Height
    - Sex
  - See chart that follows
Breathing Goals

- A free-flowing and relaxed breath is most desirable
  - Tension is the brass player’s worse enemy

- Two basic syllables
  - “Oh” for inhalation
  - “Toh” for exhalation
    - Stress a warm breath
    - A good breath has a yawn-like quality

- Circular motion
  - Conceptualize as one circular motion
  - Clock imagery
    - Start at twelve and inhale as you move counterclockwise
    - Begin exhaling at six and continue back towards twelve

- Student struggles?
  - Wind patterns may help
Breathing Checklist

- Breathe from the bottom up
  - RH on stomach, LH on rib cage
    - RH moves first, LH moves last
- Breath across tongue, not roof of mouth
  - Strive to make cold spot on back of the throat
- Tension can come from
  - Tightness in chest
  - Constriction in throat
  - Arching of the tongue
  - Teeth being too close together
- Shoulders should remain neutral
- No unnecessary movement
  - This is wasted energy
- Air is released, not forced

Breathing Exercises

- In/out for various counts
  - 4/4
  - 2/4
  - 1/4
  - 1/4
  - 1/etc…
- Paper in front of face
  - 1) Hold paper close to face
  - 2) Blow paper with steady airstream
  - 3) Keep paper elevated for as long as possible
  - 4) Start close to face and gradually move further away
- Paper on binder/stand
  - 1) Adjust stand to height of student’s face
  - 2) Paper on binder; half on/off
  - 3) Blow paper off of the stand
    - Careful not to force
- Air through the instrument
  - Seal around mouthpiece or leadpipe
  - Shows how easily air will move through the instrument
  - Reinforce warm, moist air
- Fog
  - Hand
  - Bell of instrument
  - Mirror
- Pinwheel
- Tube
- Bag
Other Advice

- Breathe in-style and in-tempo
  - Slower for adagio
  - Faster for allegro
- Internal breaths are just as important as the initial breath
  - **You Are Only As Good As Your Last Breath**
- Breathing too much?
  - Can cause hyperventilation
  - Causes tension by adding good air on top of good air
- Try to expel most of the air in lungs before breathing again
- Exhale before breathing; this ensures a fresh, full breath
- Work on breathing exercises at the onset of every practice session or rehearsal

Singing

- Why sing?
  - Instruments emulate voice
  - Clear indicator of what is in the mind
  - Sing as instrument sounds
    - Full
    - With the desired articulation
      - **Toh, toh, toh…**
      - **Tah, tah, tah…**
  - Gets horn off face
- The mind’s instrument
  - Comprised of most beautiful sounds one has ever heard
  - Goal setter
  - Comes from?
    - Teachers
    - Colleagues
    - Live performances
    - Student’s own playing history
    - Recordings
  - Helps to develop relative pitch
Buzzing

- Is the foundation of the sound
  - Brass players sing from their lips
- The instrument is amplification
- Eliminates instrument
  - No resistance means that air depletes faster.
    - Thus, full breaths are a must
  - Frees performer from inborn pitch tendencies of instrument
  - Allows focus on sound
    - No fingers and/or slides
- Substitute for instrument practice
- Enhanced by buzzing devices (all retail under $20. Windsong Press Limited carries a wide array for buzzing and breathing devices. www.windsongpress.com)
  - B.E.R.P. (Buzz extension resistance piece)
  - Buzz aid
  - Buzz clip
  - Embouchure visualizer

Mouthpiece Buzzing Tunes

- Mary Had a Little Lamb
- Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
- Yankee Doodle
- Silent Night
- Happy Birthday
- Hot Cross Buns
- Camptown Races
- Amazing Grace
- Danny Boy
- Aura Lee (Love Me Tender)
- O Christmas Tree
- God Bless America
- My Country ‘Tis of Thee
- America
- Star Spangled Banner
- Ode to Joy
- Work Song
- Joy to the World
- I’ve Been Working on the Railroad
- I’m a Little Tea Pot
- Somewhere Over the Rainbow
- Auld Lang Syne
- ‘Tis a Gift to be Simple
- Away in a Manger
- Hail to the Chief
- Greensleves
- Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer
- Taps
- Take Me Out to the Ballgame
- London Bridge is Falling Down
Embouchure

- Problems
  - Most are caused by deficient airflow

- Function
  - Centers pitch
  - Creates timbre
  - Responds to air column

- Is tissue
- A good embouchure
  - Is supple and responsive
  - Is strong but not rigid
    - Think palates, not Mr. Olympia
  - Is initiated by air
- Is different for each person, yet fine ones often share similar traits
  - Firm corners
  - Flat chin (v-shape)
  - Slight pucker
    - Important not to stretch the lips outward or smile
  - Lack of air pockets (anti Gillespie)
  - Similar instrument angles
  - Minimum pressure
    - The idea of using no pressure is false

- Photographic examples from the 1959-1960 Chicago Symphony Orchestra Brass Section
Beginner Mouthpiece Placement

- Mouthpiece should sit in the center of the lips
  - There should be equal top vs. bottom lip (higher for horn)
  - Will shift to fit each individual over time
- Lip function
  - Top lip is the buzzer
  - Bottom lip buzzes sympathetically
- Getting the first sound
  - 1) Free buzz without the mouthpiece
  - 2) Free buzz and add the mouthpiece while buzzing
  - 3) Mouthpiece buzzing

Articulation

- Is to the brass player as diction is to the singer
  - If one can speak, one can articulate
- Common articulations
  - Tu
    - For staccato and marcato
    - Does not stop the air, simply interrupts it
  - Du
    - For legato
    - Be careful as some will try to omit the initial attack
- Variations
  - There are countless variations that are determined by musical nuance

Improving Articulation

- Sing
- Sound is
  - 90% air, 10% tongue
- Chicowicz wind patterns
  - Best remedy for tonguing issues
  - Emphasizes and reinforces a constant wind stream
  - Shows balance between wind and consonance
- On Instrument
  - Articulate rhythm on a stationary pitch
  - Slur the passage
    - Shows air flow needed to navigate the passage
- Check fingers or slide technique
  - Poor technique could impede good articulation
Final Thoughts

- Be positive
  - Negativity is a cancer
  - Try to avoid chastising players for missed notes
    - Breads tentative playing
- It is better to say too little than too much
  - If in doubt, contact a brass player (or me 😊)
- Goals of brass performance
  - Always play with a beautiful sound
    - If it does not sound beautiful, no one wants to hear it
  - All brass playing choices should be based on musical not physical decisions

**Suggested Reading**

**General Brass Pedagogy**


Pilafian, Sam and Patrick Sheridan. *The Breathing Gym*. Produced by Focus on Music. 55 min, Focus on Music. DVD.


**Trumpet**
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*Each instrument has its own professional organization whose mission is to foster its respective discipline. Memberships are reasonable and include published and online journals that have tons of pedagogical information.
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